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Immigration Nation

2021-08-26

an examination of the role played by aid from donors international
organisations and ngos in everyday border and migration control

The Cambridge Survey of World Migration

1995-11-02

this extensive survey of migration in the modern world begins in the sixteenth
century with the establishment of european colonies overseas and covers the
history of migration to the late twentieth century when global communications
and transport systems stimulated immense and complex flows of labour migrants
and skilled professionals in ninety five contributions leading scholars from
twenty seven different countries consider a wide variety of issues including
migration patterns the flights of refugees and illegal migration each entry is
a substantive essay supported by up to date bibliographies tables plates maps
and figures as the most wide ranging coverage of migration in a single volume
the cambridge survey of world migration will be an indispensable reference tool
for scholars and students in the field

Access to Asylum

2013-09-19

is there still a right to seek asylum in a globalised world migration control
has increasingly moved to the high seas or the territory of transit and origin
countries and is now commonly outsourced to private actors under threat of
financial penalties airlines today reject any passenger not in possession of a
valid visa and private contractors are used to run detention centres and man
border crossings in this volume thomas gammeltoft hansen examines the impact of
these new practices for refugees access to asylum a systematic analysis is
provided of the reach and limits of international refugee law when migration
control is carried out extraterritorially or by non state actors state practice
from around the globe and case law from all the major human rights institutions
is discussed the arguments are further linked to wider debates in human rights
general international law and political science

Migration Law and the Externalization of Border
Controls

2019-03-27

over the last few decades both the european union and european states have been
implementing various strategies to externalize border controls with the
declared intent of saving human lives and countering smuggling but with the
actual end result of shifting borders circumventing international obligations
and ultimately preventing access to europe what has been principally deplored
is the fact that externalizing border controls risks creating legal black holes
furthermore what is particularly worrying in the current european debate is the
intensification of this practice by multiple arrangements with unsafe third
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countries exposing migrants and asylum seekers to serious human rights
violations this book explores whether european states can succeed in shifting
their responsibility onto third states in cases of human rights violations
focusing in particular on the 2017 italy libya memorandum of understanding the
book investigates the possible basis for triggering the responsibility of
outsourcing states the second part of the book examines how the italy libya mou
is only a small part of a broader scenario exploring eu policies of
externalization a brief overview of the recent decisions of the eu court vis à
vis two aspects of externalization the eu turkey statement and the issue of
humanitarian visas will pave the way for the conclusions since in the author s
view the current attitude of the luxembourg court confirms the importance of
focusing on the responsibility of european states and the urgent need to
investigate the possibility of bringing a claim against the outsourcing states
before the court of strasbourg offering a new perspective on an extremely
topical subject this book will appeal to students scholars and practitioners
with an interest in european law international law migration and human rights

Migration Control in Practice

2022-11-17

the book presents the results of several qualitative research project with
different actors that put migration policies into practice it shows the
different ways in which day to day activities of organisations shape migration
policies on the ground this book offers a comprehensive exploration on how
different migration policies are implemented day by day such an approach allows
to show the different ways in which migration policies on the ground take a
life of their own when compared to the letter of the law the book shows the
need to understand the specific logics and workings of the implementation of
policies while taking into account the continued role played by politicians and
the judiciary non state actors and migrants qualitative research with different
public institutions implementing migration policies are combined with an
exploration of the role of ngos supranational institutions and the migrants
themselves bringing together the results of several research projects with
fieldwork in belgium the uk france morocco and malta the book covers the
different stages of the migratory career it follows the potential trajectory of
a migrant from visa obtention both in general and for students specifically to
border controls asylum including resettlement and gender and sexuality based
asylum access to residence with a specific focus on marriage based residence
healthcare and nationality or to detention and managed return migration through
its chapters it shows the day to day logics routines and tactics that
bureaucrats and other actors adopt within the constrains of laws social
interactions and ideas about policies À propos des auteurs djordje sredanovic
est chargé de recherche f r s fnrs au laboratoire germe de l université libre
de bruxelles sociologue spécialisé dans les études de la nationalité
citoyenneté et migrations il a conduit recherches sur les expériences et l
implémentation des politiques migratoires federica infantino est marie
sklodowska curie fellow au migration policy centre à l institut universitaire
européen à florence est maitre de conférence à l université libre de bruxelles

Research Handbook on International Law and Migration

2014-03-28

migration is a complex and multifaceted issue and the current legal framework
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suffers from considerable ambiguity and lack of cohesive focus this handbook
offers a comprehensive take on the intersection of law and migration studies
and provides strat

The Role of the State in Migration Control

2016-12-01

questioning the seemingly ossified premise that states have an absolute
discretion to control migration this research submits that measures of
migration control must be justified on a rational legal basis and offers a
regional model as the most sustainable long term option

Externalizing Migration Management

2016-02-05

the extension of border controls beyond a country s territory to regulate the
flows of migrants before they arrive has become a popular and highly
controversial policy practice today remote control policies are more visible
complex and widespread than ever before raising various ethical political and
legal issues for the governments promoting them the book examines the
externalization of migration control from an interdisciplinary and comparative
perspective focusing on remote control initiatives in europe and north america
with contributions from the fields of politics sociology law geography
anthropology and history this book uses empirically rich analyses and
compelling theoretical insights to trace the evolution of remote control
initiatives and assesses their impact and policy implications it also explores
competing theoretical models that might explain their emergence and diffusion
individual chapters tackle some of the most puzzling questions underlying
remote control policies such as the reasons why governments adopt these
policies and what might be their impact on migrants and other actors involved

The Migration Industry and the Commercialization of
International Migration

2013-01-03

migration has become business big business over the last few decades a host of
new business opportunities have emerged that capitalize both on the migrants
desires to migrate and the struggle by governments to manage migration from the
rapid growth of specialized transportation and labour immigration companies to
multinational companies managing detention centres or establishing border
security to the organized criminal networks profiting from human smuggling and
trafficking we are currently witnessing a growing commercialization of
international migration this volume claims that today it is almost impossible
to speak of migration without also speaking of the migration industry yet
acknowledging the role the migration industry plays prompts a number of
questions that have so far received only limited attention among scholars and
policy makers the book offers new concepts and theory for the study of
international migration by bringing together cross disciplinary theoretical
explorations and original case studies it also provides a global coverage of
the phenomena under study covering migrant destinations in europe the united
states and asia and migrant sending regions in africa asia and latin america
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Law, Migration, and Human Mobility

2023-10-17

this book analyses the multifaceted ways law operates in the context of human
mobility as well as the ways in which human mobility affects law migration law
is conventionally understood as a tool to regulate human movement across
borders and to define the rights and limits related to this movement but
drawing upon the emergence and development of the discipline of mobility
studies this book pushes the idea of migration law towards a more general
concept of mobility that encompass the various processes effects and
consequences of movement in a globalized world in this respect the book pursues
a shift in perspective on how law is understood drawing on the concepts of
kinology and kinopolitics developed by thomas nail as well as mobility justice
developed by mimi sheller the book considers movement and motion as a
constructive force behind political and social systems and hence stability that
needs to be explained and justified tracing the processes through which static
forms such as state citizenship or border are constructed and how they partake
in production of differential mobility the book challenges the conventional
understanding of migration law more specifically and in revealing its
contingent and unstable nature the book reveals how human mobility is itself
constitutive of law this interdisciplinary book will appeal to those working in
the areas of migration and refugee law citizenship studies mobility studies
legal theory and sociolegal studies

Rethinking Security in the Age of Migration

2013-09-02

migration and especially irregular migration are politically sensitive and
highly debated issues in the developed world particularly in europe this book
analyses irregular protection seeking migration in europe with close attention
to sub saharan migration into the eu from the perspective of emancipatory
security theory some individuals leave their countries because political social
and economic structures largely fail to provide protection this book examines
how communities respond to migrants who seek protection and security where
migration is perceived as a source of insecurity by many in that community the
central aim of this critical analysis is to explore ideas and practices which
can contribute to replacing the political structures of insecurity with
emancipatory structures where individuals both irregular migrants and members
of the receiving communities enjoy security together not opposed to each other
drawing on the security dilemma critical approaches to security forced
migration and trust the book demonstrates how common life between two groups of
individuals can be politically constructed in tandem with limitations risks and
possible handicaps of initiating such a construction in world politics
rethinking security in the age of migration will be of interest to students and
scholars of migration studies security studies international relations european
politics and sociology

Migration Statecraft

2024-06-05

applying realist constructivist theory this innovative book investigates the
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migration development nexus in the european union s approach to cooperation
with its external partner countries it explores the reasons why action in this
field appears to be irrational and counterproductive and surveys contemporary
political dialogues and funding

The First Decade of EU Migration and Asylum Law

2011-11-25

more than a decade has passed since the appearance of the first issue of the
european journal of migration and law which was established to examine the
intertwining of issues of law and migration in the eu this volume has been
compiled to celebrate that anniversary the journal itself is the basis for the
book authors who have written the most significant contributions for the
journal on the relevant issues to the area of freedom security and justice afsj
have revised and updated their articles in light of current developments these
are supplemented with new chapters on issues which have turned out to be
particularly important to the development of the field the success of the
journal has demonstrated the need for informed independent academic research on
the changing nature of immigration and asylum in europe and this volume too
seeks to meet that need it offers a unqiue and lively collection of essays
covering the field of eu immigration and asylum law from a variety of
perspectives

The Criminalisation of Migration in Europe

2014-10-31

this is the first monograph providing a comprehensive legal analysis of the
criminalisation of migration in europe the book puts forward a definition of
the criminalisation of migration as the three fold process whereby migration
management takes place via the adoption of substantive criminal law via
recourse to traditional criminal law enforcement mechanisms including
surveillance and detention and via the development of mechanisms of prevention
and pre emption the book provides a typology of criminalisation of migration
structured on the basis of the three stages of the migrant experience
criminalisation before entry examining criminalisation in the context of
extraterritorial immigration control delegation and privatisation in
immigration control and the securitisation of migration criminalisation during
stay examining how substantive criminal law is used to regulate migration in
the territory and criminalisation after entry and towards removal examining
efforts to exclude and remove migrants from the territory and jurisdiction of
eu member states and criminalisation through detention the analysis focuses on
the impact of the criminalisation of migration on human rights and the rule of
law and it highlights how european union law through the application of both
the eu charter of fundamental rights and general principles of eu law and echr
law may contribute towards achieving decriminalisation of migration in europe

Border Jumping and Migration Control in Southern
Africa

2020-04-07

with the end of apartheid rule in south africa and the ongoing economic crisis
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in zimbabwe the border between these southern african countries has become one
of the busiest inland ports of entry in the world as border crossers wait for
clearance crime violence and illegal entries have become rampant francis musoni
observes that border jumping has become a way of life for many of those who
live on both sides of the limpopo river and he explores the reasons for this
including searches for better paying jobs and access to food and clothing at
affordable prices musoni sets these actions into a framework of illegality he
considers how countries have failed to secure their borders why passports are
denied to travelers and how border jumping has become a phenomenon with a long
history especially in africa musoni emphasizes cross border travelers active
participation in the making of this history and how clandestine mobility has
presented opportunity and creative possibilities for those who are willing to
take the risk

Research Handbook on the Law and Politics of
Migration

2021-04-30

as the law and politics of migration become increasingly intertwined this
thought provoking research handbook addresses the challenge of analysing their
growing relationship discussing the evolving theoretical approaches to
migration it explores the growing attention given to the legal frameworks for
migration and the expansion of regulation as migration moves to the centre of
the political global agenda the research handbook demonstrates that the overlap
between law and politics puts the rule of law at risk in matters of migration

Migration on the Move

2017-08-03

migration on the move offers a critical review of the profound transformations
that have taken place in the field of migration and asylum laws and policies in
the past 20 years and their implications for the refugee and migration issues
faced by eu states

Hope and Uncertainty in Contemporary African
Migration

2016-11-25

this volume examines the relationship between hope mobility and immobility in
african migration through case studies set within and beyond the continent it
demonstrates that hope offers a unique prism for analyzing the social
imaginaries and aspirations which underpin migration in situations of
uncertainty deepening inequality and delimited access to global circuits of
legal mobility the volume takes departure in a mobility paradox that
characterizes contemporary migration whereas people all over the world are
exposed to widening sets of meaning of the good life elsewhere an increasing
number of people in the global south have little or no access to authorized
modes of international migration this book examines how african migrants
respond to this situation focusing on hope it explores migrants temporal and
spatial horizons of expectation and possibility and how these horizons link to
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mobility practices such analysis is pertinent as precarious life conditions and
increasingly restrictive regimes of mobility characterize the lives of many
africans while migration continues to constitute important livelihood
strategies and to be seen as pathways of improvement whereas involuntary
immobility is one consequence another is the emergence and consolidation of new
destinations emerging in the global south the volume examines this development
through empirically grounded and theoretically rich case studies in migrants
countries of origin zones of transit and in new and established destinations in
europe north america the middle east latin america and china it thereby offers
an original perspective on linkages between migration hope and immobility
ranging from migration aspirations to return

Migration and the European Convention on Human Rights

2021-02-25

this edited collection investigates where the european convention on human
rights as a living instrument stands on migration and the rights of migrants
this book offers a comprehensive analysis of cases brought by migrants in
different stages of migration covering the right to flee who is entitled to
enter and remain in europe and what treatment is owed to them when they come
within the jurisdiction of a council of europe member state as such the book
evaluates the case law of the european convention on human rights concerning
different categories of migrants including asylum seekers irregular migrants
those who have migrated through domestic lawful routes and those who are
currently second or third generation migrants in europe the broad perspective
adopted by the book allows for a systematic analysis of how and to what extent
the convention protects non refoulement migrant children family rights of
migrants status rights of migrants economic and social rights of migrants as
well as cultural and religious rights of migrants

Migration

2020-06-11

eight interdisciplinary essays by leading scholars and public figures discuss
the timely theme of migration in a range of contexts

Migration in the Mediterranean

2015

critically analyses how institutional actors interact on the international
scene in the control and management of migration in the mediterranean

The Informalisation of the EU's External Action in
the Field of Migration and Asylum

2022-01-11

this contributed volume examines the trend whereby the eu resorts ever more
often to informal arrangements and deals with third countries in an effort to
curb and manage migration flows towards the eu and facilitate the return of
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irregular migrants to their countries of origin or transit the perceived
success of the eu turkey deal provided a strong impetus for the continuation of
this trend the contributions collected and presented in this book aim to shed
light on the implications of this trend for the eu constitutional order the
human rights of those affected by these deals the third countries with which
the eu cooperates and the global refugee protection regime they demonstrate how
these deals raise more issues than they solve by for instance sidestepping
established treaty rules and procedures violating the human rights of those
affected and overburdening the nascent migration and asylum systems of third
country partners this book the first volume to appear in the global europe
series will be of great interest to researchers and policy makers working in
the field of migration and asylum eva kassoti and narin idriz work in the
research department of the t m c asser institute in the hague

Migration Theory

2000

first published in 2000

Human Rights Law and Evidence-Based Policy

2019-12-06

the eu fundamental rights agency fra was established to provide evidence based
policy advice to eu institutions and member states by blending social science
research with traditional normative work it aims to influence human rights
policy processes through new ways of framing empirical realities the
contributors to this volume critically examine the experience of the agency in
its first decade exploring fra s historical political and legal foundations and
its evolving record across major strands of eu fundamental rights central
themes arising from these chapters include consideration of how the agency
manages the tension between a mandate to advise and the more traditional
approach of human rights bodies to monitor and how its research impacts the
delicate equilibrium between these two contesting roles fra s experience as the
first embedded human rights agency is also highlighted suggesting a role for
alternative and less oppositional orientations for human rights research while
authors observe the benefits of the technocratic approach to human rights
research that is a hallmark of fra s evidence based policy advice they also
note its constraints fra s policy work requires a continued awareness of
political realities in brussels member states and civil society consequently
the complex process of determining the agency s research agenda reflects the
strategic priorities of key actors this is an important factor in the agency s
role in the eu human rights landscape this pioneering position of the agency
should invite reflection on new forms of institutionalized human rights
research for the future

Migration by Boat

2016-05

at a time when thousands of refugees risk their lives undertaking perilous
journeys by boat across the mediterranean this multidisciplinary volume could
not be more pertinent it offers various contemporary case studies of boat
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migrations undertaken by asylum seekers and refugees around the globe and shows
that boats not only move people and cultural capital between places but also
fuel cultural fantasies dreams of adventure and hope along with fears of
invasion and terrorism the ambiguous nature of memories media representations
and popular culture productions are highlighted throughout in order to address
negative stereotypes and conversely humanize the individuals involved

The Transnationalized Social Question

2018-12-13

the social question is back yet today s social question is not primarily
between labour and capital as it was in the nineteenth century and throughout
much of the twentieth the contemporary social question is located at the
interstices between the global south and the global north it finds its
expression in movements of people seeking a better life or fleeing
unsustainable social political economic and ecological conditions it is
transnationalized not only because migrants and their significant others
entertain ties across the borders of national states staying in touch with
family and friends receiving or sending financial remittances in transnational
social spaces also of importance are cross border recruitment schemes for
workers and the cross border diffusion of norms appealed to in the case of
migration for example the social right to decent work as a human right moreover
migration can become an issue of inclusion or exclusion in fields important to
life chances in the emigration transit or immigration states a
transnationalization of national states and as in the nineteenth century
political conflicts arise constituting the social question as a public concern
in earlier periods class differences dominated conflicts while class has always
been criss crossed by manifold heterogeneities not least of all cultural ones
around ethnicity religion and language it is these latter heterogeneities that
have sharpened in situations of immigration and emigration over the past
decades casting a wide net in terms of conceptual and empirical scope this book
tackles both the social structure and the politics of social inequalities it
sets a comprehensive agenda for research which also includes the public role of
social scientists in dealing with the transnationalized social question

The Good Drone

2016-08-25

while the military use of drones has been the subject of much scrutiny the use
of drones for humanitarian purposes has so far received little attention as the
starting point for this study it is argued that the prospect of using drones
for humanitarian and other life saving activities has produced an alternative
discourse on drones dedicated to developing and publicizing the endless
possibilities that drones have for doing good furthermore it is suggested that
the good drone narrative has been appropriated back into the drone warfare
discourse as a strategy to make war more human this book explores the role of
the good drone as an organizing narrative for political projects technology
development and humanitarian action its contribution to the debate is to take
stock of the multiple logics and rationales according to which drones are good
with a primary objective to initiate a critical conversation about the
political currency of good this study recognizes the many possibilities for the
use of drones and takes these possibilities seriously by critically examining
the difference the drones functionalities can make but also what difference the
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presence of drones themselves as unmanned and flying objects make discussed and
analysed are the implications for the drone industry user communities and the
areas of crisis where drones are deployed

Migration, Regionalization, Citizenship

2014-12-04

from the perspectives of the political sciences as well as literature and
language studies this volume looks comparatively at canadian and european
constellations of cultural and linguistic diversity by so doing it takes canada
as exemplary for the effects of transnationalization regionalization and
cultural and linguistic diversification on notions of citizenship and processes
of identity formation

The European Union in the Twenty-First Century

2023-04-20

the european union in the twenty first century major political economic and
security policy trends unpacks some of the most prominent issues faced by the
eu over the last two decades and considers how they may shape its future as
well as the future of international politics

Social Transformation and Migration

2015-02-27

this book examines theories and specific experiences of international migration
and social transformation with special reference to the effects of neo liberal
globalization on four societies with vastly different historical and cultural
characteristics south korea australia turkey and mexico

Contemporary Boat Migration

2018-07-27

this book explores contemporary migration by boat through the intertwined and
under explored elements of empirical data governance and geopolitics and
discourses while the migration of people by boat is a long standing phenomenon
journeys have become more frequent and precarious as states illegalise entry as
migration at sea becomes more common it has gained attention from a range of
actors including enforcement authorities political elites media and non inter
governmental organizations the sea has thus become a space of hope desperation
for migrants as well as conflict over territory and sovereignty representing
wider social debates in and beyond australia canada the european union and the
united states current literature on migration by boat reflects these debates
primarily concentrating on the humanitarian and legal realities of migration by
boat and border enforcement at sea however few studies have analysed their
empirical relationship this edited volume aims to fill this gap and thereby
address three important overlapping aspects of these debates the first theme
will explore data and methods on migration by boat its discourse and its
enforcement and in addition identifying appropriate research methodologies and
sources to gather these data the second theme will build upon the first by
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focusing on the relationship between data on migration by boat and governance
and geopolitics of the border building upon the two themes already outlined the
third theme will identify and analyse how elite discourses represent migration
at sea

Forced Migration and Separated Families

2023-03-15

this open access book examines the impacts and experiences of family separation
on forced migrants and their transnational families on the one hand it
investigates how people with a forced migration background in europe the middle
east and latin america experience separation from their families and on the
other how family and kin in the countries of origin or transit are impacted by
the often precarious circumstances of their family members in receiving
countries in particular this book provides new knowledge on the nexus between
transnational family separation forced migration and everyday in security
additionally it yields comparative information for assessing the impacts of
relevant legislation and administrative practice in a number of national
contexts based on rich empirical data including unique cases about south south
migration the findings in this book are highly relevant to academics in
migration and refugee studies as well as policy makers legislators and
practitioners

Migration Theory

2013-05-13

during the last decade the issue of migration has increased in global
prominence and has caused controversy among the host countries around the world
continuing their interdisciplinary approach editors catherine brettell and
james hollifield have included revised essays from the first edition in such
fields as anthropology political science and history this edition also features
new essays by a demographer geopgrapher and sociologist

The Vulnerable in International Society

2013-06-27

who are the vulnerable and what makes them so through an innovative application
of english school theory this book suggests that people are vulnerable not only
to natural risks but also to the workings of international society this
replicates the approach of those studies of natural disasters that now commonly
present a social vulnerability analysis showing how people are differentially
exposed by their social location could international society have similar
effects this question is explored through the cases of political violence
climate change human movement and global health these cases provide rich detail
on how through its social practices of the vulnerable international society
constructs the vulnerable in its own terms and sets up regimes of protection
that prioritize some forms at the expense of others what this demonstrates
above all is that even if only a practical association international society
inevitably has moral consequences in the way it influences the relative
distribution of harm as a result these four pressing policy issues now present
themselves as fundamentally moral problems revising the arguments of e h carr
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the author points out the essentially contested normative nature of
international order however instead of as a moral clash between revisionist and
status quo powers as carr had suggested the problem is instead one about the
contested nature of vulnerability insofar as vulnerability is an expression of
power relations but also gives rise to a moral claim by providing a holistic
treatment in this way the book makes practical sense of the vulnerable while
also seeking to make moral sense of international society

Labour Migration in Europe

2010-10-27

examining the new realities of economic immigration to europe this book focuses
on new trends and developments including the rediscovery of economic migration
legalization measures irregular migration east west flows the role of business
and employer associations new positions amongst trade unions and service sector
liberalization

Refugee Protection and the Role of Law

2014-06-27

sixty years on from the signing of the refugee convention forced migration and
refugee movements continue to raise global concerns for hosting states and
regions for countries of origin for humanitarian organisations on the ground
and of course for the refugee this edited volume is framed around two themes
which go to the core of contemporary refugeehood protection and identity it
analyses how the issue of refugee identity is shaped by and responds to the
legal regime of refugee protection in contemporary times the book investigates
the premise that there is a narrowing of protection space in many countries and
many highly visible incidents of refoulement it argues that protection which is
a core focus of the refugee convention appears to be under threat as there are
many gaps and inconsistencies in practice contributors to the volume who
include erika feller elspeth guild hélène lambert and roger zetter look at the
relevant issues from the perspective of a number of different disciplines
including law politics sociology and anthropology the chapters examine the link
between identity and protection as a basis for understanding how the refugee
convention has been and is being applied in policy and practice the situation
in a number of jurisdictions and regions in europe north america south east
asia africa and the middle east is explored in order to ask the question does
jurisprudence under the refugee convention need better coordination and how
successful is oversight of the convention

Global Migration

2012-10-22

immigration today evokes passionate debates over questions of national identity
state sovereignty and citizenship even as capital goods and services flow
easily over national boundaries human beings are subjected to intense scrutiny
and resistance when crossing borders in this collection of essays distinguished
scholars probe the challenges and opportunities that global migration presents
for individuals states and societies grappling with questions of identity
belonging and citizenship multidisciplinary in scope the book demonstrates how
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forced and voluntary migrations intersect with global politics from economic
and environmental crises to human rights and security

Policy change in the Area of Freedom, Security and
Justice

2014-10-30

the eu plays an increasingly important role in issues such as the fight against
organised crime and the management of migration flows transforming the area of
freedom security and justice afsj into a priority of the eu s political and
legislative agenda this book investigates whether institutional change the
gradual communitarisation of the afsj has triggered policy change and in doing
so explores the nature and direction of this policy change by analysing the
role of the eu s institutions in a systematic theory informed and comparative
way it provides rich insights into the dynamics of eu decision making in areas
involving high stakes for human rights and civil liberties each chapter
contains three sections examining the degree of policy change in the different
afsj fields ranging from immigration and counter terrorism to data protection
the role of eu institutions in this process of change a case study determining
the mechanisms of change the book will be of interest to practitioners students
and scholars of european politics and law eu policy making security and
migration studies as well as institutional change

International Migration

2013-04-04

jonathon moses makes moral political and economic arguments in favor of the
free mobility of human beings across national borders pointing to the
importance of immigration to the sucess of many nations he shows that europe
itself now faces a falling population and has over the past fifty years
actively encouraged huge immigration from other countries there is near
consensus across the political spectrum that the free movement of goods and
free movement of capital are good for economies and therefore should apply to
people as well

'Boat Refugees' and Migrants at Sea: A Comprehensive
Approach

2016-11-17

this book aims to address boat migration with a holistic approach the different
chapters consider the multiple facets of the phenomenon and the complex
challenges they pose bringing together knowledge from several disciplines and
regions of the world within a single collection together they provide an
integrated picture of transnational movements of people by sea with a view to
making a decisive contribution to our understanding of current trends and
future perspectives and their treatment from legal doctrinal legal theoretical
and non legal angles the final goal is to unpack the tension that exists
between security concerns and individual rights in this context and identify
tools and strategies to adequately manage its various components garnering an
inter regional multi disciplinary dialogue including input from international
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law law of the sea maritime security migration and refugee studies and human
rights to address the position of migrants at sea thoroughly
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